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Letter to IUG President 

 

Dear Dr Kamalain Sha’ath, 

 

It is our great pleasure at the Industry and Community Liaison Center (IUGIC), Deanship of 

Community Service and Continuing Education to present you IUGIC Strategic Plan (2014-

2018). IUGIC and this plan are some of the outcomes of Tempus project entitled 

Strengthening University-Enterprise Linkages in Palestine (STEP). The purpose of this 

strategy is to enhance the IUGIC’s role in strengthening the linkage between IUG and local 

industry and community in order to contribute in creating sustainable development in the 

Palestinian community. According to this plan, IUGIC will maximize the services provided 

to students, graduates, NGOs, and private sector enterprises. The main services to be 

provided by IUGIC in the next four years will be categorized as follows: 

 

 Capacity building 

 Technical assistance 

 Networking & collaboration 

 Fundraising 

 Encouraging scientific research in partnership with enterprises 

 Strengthening the principles of entrepreneurship 

Taking into consideration the internal and external internal factors and challenges that may 

affect IUGIC performance, IUGIC’s team mentioned the threats and the weaknesses that may 

have negative effects on the services provision mechanism. Therefore some suggestions were 

proposed to overcome such challenges and several activities were proposed to enhance 

strengths of IUG and to invest in the potential opportunities available. 

We do hope all IUG concerned departments will be encouraged to support the 

implementation of this plan to make IUG more enterprise and community oriented 

university. 

Thank you and looking forward to your kind support to the implementation of this plan. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dr Nazmi Al-Masri  

Dean 

Community Service and continuing Education 
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IUGIC Overview 

IUG-Industry and Community Liaison Center (IUGIC) is one of the outcomes of STEP 

(Strengthening University-Enterprise Linkages in Palestine) established in 2014. IUGIC is 

part of a nation-wide university-enterprise Network in Palestine supported by the European 

Commission Tempus IV programme, STEP. This network aims “to contribute to the 

socioeconomic development in Palestine by strengthening linkages between universities and 

enterprises in terms of cooperation and partnerships” STEP. IUG intends to offer a variety of 

services targeting local industry and community as well as IUG staff and students as 

mentioned below. 

Services for Industry and Community  

IUGIC is industry’s chief gateway and guide to IUG to provide industry and community 

with these services: 

1. Providing innovative practical solutions of the problems facing industrial enterprises 

through high quality relevant scientific research. 

2. Coordinating with various university departments to support the industry and the 

community with highly qualified graduates in the prioritized academic fields. 

3. Capacity building of staff working in various industry-related institutions through 

offering training programs in specific prioritized areas. 

4. Offering academic and professional consultancy in various industry-related fields 

Services for IUG students and Staff  

In collaboration with enterprises and community, IUGIC provides the university students, 

graduates and researchers with these services: 

1. Advancing collaborative research by identifying prioritized research areas for industry 

and local community 

2. Managing the process of intellectual property. 

3. Supporting researchers in obtaining fund for their research projects 

http://www.step-tempus.net/
http://www.step-tempus.net/content/objectives
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4. Organizing entrepreneurship support programmes targeting students, graduates and 

employees 

5. Promoting internship, employment, and volunteer opportunities for talented students 

and graduates 

6. Facilitating strategic collaboration with  industry and  local community for 

Commercializing of discoveries and inventions 

 

IUGIC Vision  

To be a leading source of excellence and innovative community and industry-related research 

IUGIC Mission  

 Contributing to creating sustainable development in the Palestinian community through 

strengthening academic, societal and industrial partnerships  and providing scientific 

solutions for the industrial and community problems  

Shared Values  
 

Leadership: IUGIC champions and supports creativity, discovery, progress, and change. We 

will: 

- recognize and encourage the development of progressive thinkers with innovative 

ideas 

- value the importance of professional development  

Collaboration: IUGIC promotes collaboration between the university and industrial 

institutions and enterprises. We will: 

- facilitate collaboration with local and global academia, industry, non-governmental 

organizations, and enterprise development entities  to accelerate the formation of new 

networks for funding research, services, and industrial development 
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Integrity: IUGIC recognizes the imperative of ethical conduct in research. We will: 

- act with openness, honesty and objectivity 

- inspire trust and confidence in others 

- promote ethics of intellectual property 

Quality: IUGIC responds in a timely, effective, and thorough manner. We will: 

- provide tools and support to facilitate administrative processes  

- communicate critical information to constituents in a timely, consistent, and effective 

manner 

Strategic Scan 
 

External Environment 

 

External environment 

Opportunities Threats 

1. The pledges given by USA and EU) as 

well as some Arab and regional 

countries (Egypt, Qatar, Saudi Arabia 

and Turkey) to fund the reconstruction 

of Gaza Strip.  

2. The worldwide trends to the 

development of technology transfer 

and research ideas to business 

environment through offering major 

funding programmes such as Horizon 

 

1. The political unstable situation at Gaza Strip 

and the continuity of Gaza blockage and 

borders closure. 

2. The destruction of most of the local 

industries during the Israeli aggression on 

Gaza Strip; the industrial sector needs at 

least one year to recover.  

3. Delay of the reconstruction of Gaza Strip 

4. Lack of mutual trust between industry and 

academia  

5. Absence of laws protecting intellectual 

property 

6. Low share of financial resources which 

small and medium enterprisers devote to 

innovative and development processes  

7. Deteriorating economic situation leading to 

high and increasing un-employment rate 

among graduates 
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Internal Environment 

  

Internal Assessment 

Strengths Weaknesses 

1. IUGIC is equipped with modern 

equipment 

2. IUGIC has webpage both in Arabic and 

English   

3. The existence of IT affairs at IUG that 

backups the university centers with: 

a. well trained technicians in 

different disciplines 

b. modern computer laps 

c. maintenance department 

4. Long expertise of managing continual 

education programmes 

5. Faculty: highly qualified and trained  

6. Academic programmes: presence of 

academic programmes in the fields of 

health, applied sciences, social and 

humanitarian sciences and natural 

sciences.  

7. Scientific laboratories at faculty of 

engineering, medicine and science 

which are equipped with necessary 

equipment and instruments that can be 

used for scientific research in 

partnership with the private sector. 

8. Partnerships: IUG has long and wide 

partnerships with local, regional and 

international partnerships. 

9. Reputation: IUG is the largest and the 

oldest university in Gaza Strip. IUG 

received several local, regional and 

international research rewards and has 

well established reputation among 

society actors.  

1. The insufficient market research in the 

field of business needs in technology 

transfer. Unclear? 

2. Limited level of involving undergraduate 

and postgraduate students in solving 

problems of business environment (d 

graduation projects, thesis). 

3. The business establishments resulted from 

entrepreneurship programmes and 

incubation have not yet made a profit. i.e. 

they are still at early infancy stage and 

have not proved significant business 

success. 

4. Insufficient in-depth assistance to 

entrepreneurs to commercialize well. 

5. Absence of the  clear mechanisms and 

facilities that encourage researchers to 

collaborate in conducting  interdisciplinary 

research 

6. Absence of a university rules and 

guidelines to organize contact with 

business environment. 
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Strategic Objectives 

1. Promoting communication and partnerships between IUG and public and private 

enterprises in Palestine. 

2. Encouraging collaborative scientific research between IUG and local enterprises.  

3. Strengthening the principles of entrepreneurship among IUG students and staff through 

the provision of training programmes and the incubation of entrepreneurial projects ideas. 

4. Promoting and managing intellectual property principles at IUG. 

5. Building the capacity of  different enterprises staff  

6. Building the capacity of IUG students and graduates and providing job advisory services  

Actions 

1. Enhancing IUG graduates employability through  

a. participation in organizing a career day 

b. Constant updating of IUGIC website and enriching it with materials related to 

careers, job opportunities, success stories, etc. 

2. Exchanging knowledge and marketing between IUG and local industries (workshops) 

3. Raising funds to jointly implement projects in collaboration with local community and 

private sector (QATAR grant, ILO, ERASMUS+ and others) to build the professional 

capacity of local industry, to develop local industry and to provide  solutions to problems 

facing local enterprises.  

4. Managing the process of Intellectual property (IP) (Technology Management) by 

preparation of IP guidelines.   

5. Supporting IUG students for the establishment of dynamic business models such as start-

ups and spin-offs (entrepreneurship and Mentoring). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.linkedin.com/e/69h3bh-hrl327do-2j/rso/34694269/quIx/name/82913798_I756638135_10/eml-comm_invm-b-name-newinvite/?hs=false&tok=0VmC9mODmc4681
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Organization Structure     

 

        

 
 

 

Resources 

 
Personnel: 

Liaison officer, coordinator for alumni unite, coordinator for capacity building unit, 

and coordinator for fundraising unit. 

The center will utilize technicians and services personnel from Community Services 

and Continuing Education Deanship  

 

  

  

 

 

Facilities/ equipment 

Liaison office is equipped with funding from Step project with 4 PCs, 2 Laptops, 

smart board, printer, LCD and server. it is located at Community Services and 

Continuing Education Deanship building  

  

IUGIC Officer 

Alumni Unit 
Capacity 

Building Unit(   

Fundraising & 
Projects 

Coordinator 

Finance/ Budget 

Will be raised from different funding opportunities in addition to the university co-

finance by providing salaries for the liaison officer and coordinators. 


